Future Ready Enterprise
Sharing the University of Sydney’s journey to the HPC Cloud
IT is at an inflection point

IT is under pressure from both internal and external factors

70% of CXOs expect their IT department to go through a significant or complete overhaul in the next 3 years*

*Research conducted by Dell through the Economist Intelligence Unit, surveying 536 CEOs, CIOs and other CXOs WW
Our Challenge...
The **Solution**......

A fully managed, off-premise HPC platform...as a service.

**Standards-based**
Dell portfolio of Server, Network, Storage technology.

**Open approach**
Performance and capacity customized to the University’s requirements.

**Modular systems**
Contractual flexibility to grow, scale over time. Ability to add additional platforms.

**Flexible scaling**
No forced constraints or rip-and-replace.

**Managed**
Fully managed and maintained, day to day support for researchers, including training.

**End-to-end solutions**
Turn key solution for the University.
Let’s continue the conversation
What are your priorities? What are your views?

- Make IT more agile and responsive to change
- Make the workforce more productive
- Make more data-driven decisions
- Make the organization more secure

Is the risk and cost of modernizing apps/platforms worth the reward?
Can collapsing silos and converging infrastructure lead to increased IT innovation?
Should IT become an objective cloud broker for your entire organization?
Can mobility become an engine for improving your business performance?
Do you see enhanced data analytics as a path to progress or economic growth?
Do you feel your overall security strategy enables or impedes the success or your organization?

Transform your IT efficiency
Connect your workforce
Inform your decisions
Protect your organization

Future Ready Enterprise
“We are committed to providing end-to-end IT solutions from the endpoint to the data centre and cloud.”
Thankyou